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Spatial analysis of airborne laser scanning point clouds for
predicting forest variables
Mari Myllymäki, Henrike Häbel and András Balázs

Introduction: With recent developments in remote sensing technologies, plot-level forest resources
can be predicted utilizing airborne laser scanning (ALS) data. The prediction is typically assisted by
ALS feature variables which most often summarize the vertical distribution of the pulse returns.
Additionally spatial or horizontal distribution of the pulse returns may carry important information for
predicting forest characteristics such as indices summarizing spatial structure of forest or variation in
size.
Materials and methods: We introduce new ALS feature variables that focus on the spatial or
horizontal distribution of the pulse returns. These spatial features are based on the patterns of patches
of vegetation at a number of height levels, which are extracted from the ALS data using thresholded
canopy height models. We propose to use spatial summary characteristics, most importantly the Euler
number and the empty-space function, to capture the structure of the patches and the empty space
around them. We illustrate usefulness of the proposed spatial features for predicting spatial structure
of forest, size distribution and development class of the forest on the example of a study site in Central
Finland. We employ the proposed spatial features, in addition to features from literature, in the wellknown k-NN estimation method (Tomppo and Halme, 2004).
Results: The spatial ALS features seem to be useful additions to the vertical features. They were
selected relatively frequently by the genetic algorithm in the k-NN estimation method, making up
around a third of all selected features. RMSE was reduced from the case of using only vertical
features. Different indices summarizing the spatial structure of forest were tested and the aggregation
index R was predicted most accurately in our case of relatively small sample plots.
Conclusion: The spatial features seem to be useful additions to the vertical features in 3D remote
sensing –assisted forest inventories, for example, for estimating spatial structure of forest or diameter
distributions. Their usefulness should be studied further in various settings.
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